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Product Guide
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Welcome to Studio
Are you a prospective customer or new user of Studio, trying to understand how
the platform can accelerate your creative process? You’ve come to the right
place. This guide will help you quickly understand how to use Studio on iPhone
and macOS.
We’ll cover the following areas:
•

The Studio home screen

•

Mastering Studio navigation using the menu bars

•

How to use Streams to boost productivity and creativity for your work
and personal projects

•

Dragging and dropping Audio files into Streams and Public Inboxes

•

Finding and interacting with other users on Studio

•

Using the Friends stream to stay connected to people you know
without getting distracted by social media

•

Sharing high-quality long-form content through Stories

The main concepts are in bold, making it easy to skim this document.
Please remember that Studio requires an iPhone with iOS 13. You must sign up
on the iPhone to use the Mac version, which requires macOS 10.15 (Catalina).
If you have any questions or comments, send us an email:
help@studioartslab.com. We’re here to help!
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Home Screen

Username Button
Search Button
Refresh Button

After you’ve created your Studio
account and signed in, you’ll arrive at
the home screen, as seen to the right
in iPhone (top) and macOS (bottom)
versions.
The Username Button takes you to
your profile, making it easy to view
and manage how you appear to
others on the platform.
The Search Button provides access
to a username search facility. Ask
your friends and colleagues for their
Studio usernames, and find them
here!

Stream Menu
News

Public Inbox

Stream List

Menu Bar

The Refresh Button is something
you’ll see on most Studio screens,
allowing you to reload data from the
Studio server. Rather than constantly
hitting your data line for new
content, we’ve left you in control.
The Stream Menu allows you to
switch between your list of streams,
stories posted by people you’re
following, and a list of invites you’ve
been sent for others’ streams.

New Stream

News provides a quick update from
the staff at Studio. We’ll post
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announcements here — we want to make sure our users are the first to know
when something new happens. We will also let you know who created the photo
or video shown on the home background (it changes regularly). If you have
content you’d like featured there, submit it to the @studioartslab Public Inbox!
Your Public Inbox is a stream of photos, videos and audio mixes sent to you by
other Studio users. Post your Studio username on your social media and other
messaging to receive submissions — it’s safer and easier than emails, Dropbox
links, and the other methods creative professionals have previously used.
Your Stream List is ordered by most recently updated. The number on the right
side of each row is a count of the total number of items that have been posted to
the Stream. Streams are covered in detail later in this document.
We’ll cover the iPhone version’s Menu Bar in the next section, along with its
equivalent on macOS.
New Stream is exactly what you’d think it’d be — tap it to bring up a window
asking for the title of a new stream, and you’ll immediately have a new digital
workspace for sharing photos, videos, and audio with your team. If you don’t
see your new stream listed right away, hit the Refresh Button to bring it up.
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Menus and Navigation
Friends
Back

Streams

User

Story

Streams
Add

Notifications

Friends

More

Back

Above you’ll see the menu and navigation system on macOS (left) and iPhone
(right).
The Back button is the most important navigation item to master. It’s at the top
of the macOS toolbar, and at the bottom of the screen on iPhone when you leave
Home. Tap this to go back. If pressing this button on macOS doesn’t do
anything, you’re already at the first screen in that tab.
The Streams button brings you Home, covered in the previous section.
iPhone users have an Add button which takes them to a screen where they can
quickly add content from their media library to streams and stories, and to view
their current Story draft.
The Friends button takes you to the Friends stream. Story on macOS takes you
to the current draft of your Story. More on these later in this document.
User on macOS takes you to the same screen as Notifications on iPhone, which
provides a stream of the latest notifications for your account and stories, along
with activity from people you’re following. The macOS version opens up a menu
with user settings found via the More button on iPhone.
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Streams
Add Content
Settings

Refresh

Streams are at the core of Studio. Other apps call these collections of photos,
videos, and audio “Feeds,” which makes sense if all you’re doing is consuming
other people’s content — which, as a creative person on Studio, you’re not!
After creating a Stream from the home screen or accepting an invite, you’ll
arrive at a screen with a top menu bar similar to the one above. The Settings
button allows you to invite others, edit the stream title, or turn iPhone push
notifications on or off.
Add Content on iPhone allows you to choose items from your media library to
post into the stream. If you’re on macOS, an alert reminds you to drag and drop
photos, videos, and audio files onto the window to upload them.
Once content is uploaded, the stream window will auto-refresh a few moments
later, and push notifications will be sent to other stream members — with the
content included, so they don’t have to open the app to check things out!
The Refresh button does exactly what it should. We’ve chosen to keep updates
hidden until you manually refresh. This ensures that Studio doesn’t continually
break your focus if you have it open to the side while working on your Mac
(that’s how we use it internally), and that you don’t get “lost” in a scrolling river
of new updates on the iPhone.
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Using Streams
Streams can dramatically accelerate your creative process. You’ve got access to
new photos and videos directly within the push notifications, and you can add
content on the Mac by dragging and dropping it onto the Stream window,
instantly resized and uploaded. You've never been able to share content this fast.
Here are a few ways to use Streams with your teams and friends:
•

Collect photos, videos and audio to define the “vibe” of a project

•

Share work in progress, without the overhead of writing a chat
message, email, or file name with every update or iteration

•

Privately showcase products to buyers before they’re seen in public

•

Collaborate with remote workers with quick back-and-forth posts

•

Share ideas with clients for designs and social media content

A few limitations to keep in mind:
•

Streams only preserve the last 250 items posted to them. Anything
older than that will get trimmed. (We’ve implemented this limit to
ensure we aren’t wasting resources to host content that gets accessed
rarely, if ever.)

•

Although there are no hard limits right now, we may limit Streams to
50 members at some point in the future.

•

All Stream members must have Studio accounts. Either buy a license at
studioartslab.com or ask your colleagues to sign up.

We’ve been hearing about lots of exciting uses for Streams. Contact us if you
need specific ideas for your team.
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Audio
We’ve spent significant time and effort building out a world-class experience for
adding audio. Using Studio for macOS, you can drag and drop up to 25 audio
files onto a Stream to add a mix, or onto user’s profile window to submit a mix
to their Public Inbox. You’ll find the process for uploading an audio mix
outlined below.
Audio is uploaded in both low-res AAC and lossless ALAC (if you upload a
WAV). Our Audio app for iPhone offers offline and CarPlay access to the highres files — it’s the fastest way to go from the recording studio to the club.
1. Add Audio

2. Add Cover Image

4. Reload Stream

3. Upload Mix

5. Play / Download
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Users
User Search

User Profile

User Settings

Streams and other Studio features are centered around inviting and interacting
with other users. We’ve made user discovery and management as simple as
possible — if you’ve added friends on Instagram or Twitter, you can manage
your connections on Studio.
Finding users on Studio is easy; simply search for them using the Search
function accessible on the Home screen, and you’ll see the User Search results
screen seen above. You can follow users right there, or tap on their username to
view their User Profile.
Users can add a background photo or video to their profiles. You can send a user
content for their Public Inbox, unless they’ve disabled the feature. Note that
there is a limit of 1 submission per 24 hours, to help our users avoid spam (and
because inboxes, like all streams, are limited to 250 items at a time). You can
also scroll down to view Stories that the user has published to Studio.
Tapping the gear icon on the profile opens User Settings, where you can block
someone if they’ve been annoying. Hopefully you won’t need that.
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Friends and Stories
We created the Friends stream to allow you to quickly share content with
everyone you follow on Studio who’s also following you. There’s no ads, text, or
comments. As with all Stream posts, you can view content directly within the
push notifications, making the Friends stream a perfect alternative to sharing
via social media or group text. We consider it “the right amount of distraction”
for creative people trying to accomplish things. It’ll help you stay focused.
Stories are long-form posts that you can save in draft form and work on over
extended periods of time. Use these to tell actual stories that can be viewed by
anyone who accesses your profile. Your followers receive a push notification
with the first image of your post. Posts support comments and checkmarks (our
version of “likes”), which help users discover content though others.
Friends

Story
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Final Thoughts
Becoming a Studio user at version 1.0 means you’re an early adopter. You’ll
encounter bugs that future users won’t ever imagine could have existed. You’ll
help define new features that will become classics (and probably copied by
Facebook, because they’re evil and lack any sense of creativity or vision
whatsoever). We don’t consider our early users “customers;” rather, you’re codevelopers, assisting us in the process of creation.
In case your organization wants to do some due diligence on our company
before purchasing licenses for your team, here’s some additional information on
our long-term stability:
We have 1 shareholder-employee with 100% ownership of the company, and
have carefully designed our infrastructure and business model to ensure we can
work on Studio without any threat of disruption. There’s no venture capital
funding that can run out, and there aren’t any board members who can push for a
change in strategy. We actively despise Silicon Valley, Wall Street and the
finance and tech industries, along with everyone who works in them, so we’re
never going to get acquired or attract any significant investment offers (it’d be a
“poor cultural fit,” as they say). This is by, and for, creative people — forever.
Investing in a Studio account, and learning how to use it, provides you and your
colleagues with a tool that you can count on for years to come. We built this
product, and started this company, so we could make cool software and have
cool people as customers. With an early user base that includes rappers, fashion
designers, tattoo artists, DJs and restauranteurs, we’re doing a pretty solid job of
accomplishing that objective. You’ll want an invite to our next user event.
If this document has left you with unanswered questions, or if you’re still
confused about how Studio fits into your creative process, feel free to send us a
message.
We’re looking forward to working with you!
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